
XA-8816 | 1850x800x930mm

5655

The quality transcends the deep depths between the heavens and the earth, with a dignified and stable style and a slim, 
feminine, brisk and lively streamlined shape, which shows the fashion style in the quiet. Nourishes the entire universe.

AB - 8815 | 1700x800x580mm



The quality transcends the deep depths between the heavens 
and the earth, with a dignified and stable style and a slim, 
feminine, brisk and lively streamlined shape, which shows the 
fashion style in the quiet. Nourishes the entire universe.

This wonderful combination 
moves in unconscious moments 
and nourishes the entire 
universe.
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AB - 8823 | 1700x750x550mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 
most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 
by your intimacy with water. 

AB - 8807 |1650x780x580mm

AB - 8808  | 1700x720x560mm



Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time by your intimacy with water. 
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AB - 8821  |1750x750x680mm Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 
most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 
by your intimacy with water. 

AB - 8811  | 1690x750x880mm



This wonderful combination moves in unconscious 
moments and nourishes the entire universe.
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AB - 8812  |  1700x750x580mm
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whats your first impression of 
this design. like figure "8",
isnt it ?

AB-8819  |  1800x1100x620mm



This wonderful combination moves in unconscious moments 
and nourishes the entire universe.
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AB - 8822  |  1700x750x550mm
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AB - 8818  | 1800x850x1000mm

AB - 8826 |1650x700x600mm



ARTIFICIAL STONE

Bathtub
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most 

appea l ing  f rag rance, and freeze  the  t ime by  your 

intimacy with water. 

AB-8817 |1600x700x565mm



7473

AB - 8805 | 1590x873x560mm                       
                     1600x800x560mm

It likes boat or bowl 

Thats design
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AB -                  8852 |1700x720x550mm Bathing has never been this fun  !  Elevate your mind,

body and soul .

AB-8853  |1700x850x550mm



Artificial Stone

Bathtub
The quality transcends the deep depths between the heavens and the earth, with a dignified and stable style and a slim, 
feminine, brisk and lively streamlined shape, which shows the fashion style in the quiet. Nourishes the entire universe.

This wonderful combination moves in unconscious moments 
and nourishes the entire universe.
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AB - 8855  | 1850x850x550mm
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AB - 8872 |1600x720x550mm
                 1700x720x550mm
                 1800x760x580mm

AB - 8855A  | 1850x850x550mm

Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most
 appealing fragrance, and freeze the time by your
 intimacy with water. 
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AB - 8856 |1850x720x550mm
it is very convenient for you to put towel in the end of 

bathtub 

AB - 8856A  | 1850x720x550mm


